ABSTRACT Most software defect prediction models usually assume that enough historical training instances with labels are available. Additionally, the training data and the predicted instances should share the same features to ensure the prediction accuracy. However, in practice, there are many datasets with different granularities containing information in different dimensions. Therefore, it is valuable to effectively use the small scale and different dimensions of data as training instances to improve the prediction performance of the model. We propose a heterogeneous data orienting multiview transfer learning for software defect prediction, denoted as MTDP, which can achieve different dimensions and granularities features to automatically learn labels through neural network models. With this multiview transfer method, lots of training instances are provided for software defect prediction model to ensure the effectiveness of training labels. The proposed MTDP method has four main stages: 1) build heterogeneous transfer models; 2) transfer heterogeneous instances to generate quasi-real instances; 3) label quasi-real instances through co-training and then expand the training set; and (4) construct improved software defect prediction models. The experimental results show that the quasi-real instances have similar effects compared with real instances. Moreover, the software defect prediction performance can be improved by introducing the quasi-real instances into the training dataset.
improved SDA (ISDA) approach. Zhang et al. [12] proposed a connectivity-based unsupervised classifier for CPDP and WPDP. However, the result shows that the performance of the unsupervised classifier is worse than semi-supervised classifier.
Additionally, the number of metrics used in different datasets has the discrepancy. For example, AEEEM adopts 69 metrics while NASA [13] has 38. The features included in different datasets are not identical. In order to take advantage of heterogeneous data between two datasets, some researchers applied heterogeneous transfer methods to alleviate the problem of insufficient instances. Some of them [14] , [15] used feature matching to implement transfer learning. But the results of their methods can be affected by different thresholds.
Furthermore, the difficulty of obtaining the metric of different granularities also differs. It is more difficult to obtain historical modification data of the source code than the source code itself. It is also harder to obtain information of the modification record in the source code level (line number of change code, the context of change code, etc.) than in the file level (number of change files, modify date, etc.). Even if the historical data is acquired, manual labeling is also expensive.
In multiview learning, features of each instance can be naturally partitioned into groups by different sources. Each feature group is referred to as a particular view [16] . We apply multiview to software defect prediction and divide features into different views by different granularities.
In practice, it is easier to get an instance with several views than an instance with all of views. If unlabeled data with different views in the actual software development situation can be fully utilized, we can get rid of the limit of insufficient training data and improve the performance of software defect prediction. Therefore, we propose the multiview transfer learning for software defect prediction, simply noted as MTDP. In MTDP, we use transfer learning to make full use of heterogeneous information in the different views and expand the dataset by unlabeled instances.
In particular, we try to answer the following two research questions:
RQ1: Dealing with different granularities of data, how to take full advantage of them to expand the training dataset proactively by heterogeneous transfer learning, to improve the prediction accuracy of software defects when the number of instances is insufficient?
RQ2: When heterogeneous transfer learning has been used to defect prediction, how to introduce more efficient transfer learning methods to overcome negative effect? Can active learning [17] , [18] be applied to transfer learning as multiview transfer learning to improve prediction efficiency?
B. CONTRIBUTION
Unlike traditional methods, MTDP is a novel heterogeneous transfer learning. Information on different granularities in the software project can be regarded as data of different views. MTDP uses the heterogeneous transfer learning to expand the training dataset. Meanwhile, the framework of co-training [19] is introduced to improve the efficiency of transfer learning.
The MTDP process is divided into five steps. Firstly, heterogeneous transfer models are established by using the data from the different views of existing engineering project. Secondly, we apply models to transfer source instances to produce the quasi-real instances. Thirdly, the co-training model is set up with each view. Fourthly, the classifiers select quasi-real instances with high confidence to expand the dataset. Finally, we use the expanded dataset to establish the defect prediction model.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 1. A novel heterogeneous transfer learning method based on neural network (NN) which is called MTDP is proposed to implement the information transferred between heterogeneous data domains with different views in the software defect prediction.
2. MTDP applies heterogeneous transfer learning to achieve the full utilization of information not only between different views but also between labeled data and non-label data. It puts forward a new solution for insufficient instances problem in the software defect prediction.
3. MTDP can be used to evaluate the transfer performance through limited instances. Through our method, we can choose effective source domains to transfer. Consequently, the negative transfer effect can be avoided to some extent by selecting useful views or source data.
4. The dataset of source project expanded by MTDP shows better performance in CPDP than original dataset. MTDP provides a new way to improve the accuracy of defect prediction in CPDP by comprehensively utilizing different views of the source project.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the work of transfer learning and semi-supervised learning on software defect prediction, as well as co-training and multiview. In Section III, we propose the MTDP method. In Section IV, we describe the experimental process and analyze the experimental results. The summary and future work are presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Previous researchers focus on WPDP. Gyimothy et al. [20] used Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics [21] to establish a logistic regression prediction model. Kim et al. [21] extracted information from historical file logs to predict. Hassan [22] proposed complexity metrics that were based on the code change to make the prediction. Nagappan and Ball [23] used a set of relative code churn measures to make early prediction. These methods rely on sufficient historical data. Different metrics have different performance and instances are labeled by manual operation. So the size of the training data is limited.
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A. SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING ON SOFTWARE DEFECT PREDICTION
In order to solve the shortage of target project instances. When unlabeled instances are more readily available and the labeled instances are more difficult to obtain, semisupervised learning combines a large number of unlabeled instances with labeled instances to create a better classifier.
Catal [24] evaluated four semi-supervised classification methods for semi-supervised defect prediction: lowdensity separation (LDS), support vector machine (SVM), expectation-maximization, and class mass normalization methods.
Ma et al. [25] proposed random undersampling tritraining (Rus-Tri) method which employs a random under-sampling method to resample the original training set and updates the training set in each round for co-training style method. By combating these problems, the defect predictor becomes more practical for real applications.
Thung et al. [26] proposed an active semi-supervised defect prediction (ASDP) method. It actively selects a small subset of diverse and informative defect instances to label (i.e., active learning) and makes use of both labeled and unlabeled defect instances in the learning process.
Zhang et al. [27] used a graph based semi-supervised learning method (NSGLP) to predict software defect. First, the method constructs a class-balance labeled training dataset by using Laplacian score sampling strategy. And then, it uses a nonnegative sparse algorithm to compute the nonnegative sparse weights of a relationship graph. Lastly, a label is used in propagation algorithm to iteratively predict the labels of unlabeled software instances on the nonnegative sparse graph.
Xia et al. [9] proposed the HYbrid moDel Reconstruction Approach (HYDRA) method, which uses a small amount of labeled instances to build a defect prediction model. It includes two stages of genetic algorithm (GA) and ensemble learning. In the first stage, a plurality of classifiers are trained based on each source project and a small amount of labeled instance, and a GA model is built. In the second stage, the weights of the instances are adjusted in each round. Eventually, they got a trained classifier for detecting defects.
Unfortunately, when the source project is too small, the information of the source project cannot be efficiently utilized. To this end, He et al. [28] proposed the S3EL method, which is not affected by the source data involved in the training and improves the generalization ability of the model. In their work, they select training instances from source project and need to train several classifiers. The unlabeled data from the target project cannot be used to make the contribution for prediction.
Lu et al. [29] selected multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm to reduce the dimensionality of the space of independent variables before the semi-supervised learning cycle is initiated. Then, they used Fitting the Confident Fits (FTcF), in which a base supervised learner is iteratively trained from ''currently'' labeled data. The labels for unlabeled data are predicted in each iteration of FTcF. The instances with high confidence in the predicted scores will gradually migrate from the unlabeled to the labeled data pool. The result shows that their method is better than one of the best performing supervised learning algorithm -random forest in situations.
Seliya and Khoshgoftaar [30] adopted expectation maximization (EM) based theory on this domain. It estimated the parameters of a generative model and the probability of unlabeled instances being in each class. Their work showed that EM based semi-supervised approach performs better than a supervised approach using C4.5.
Jing et al. [31] proposed a cost-sensitive discriminative dictionary learning approach for software defect classification and prediction by using the characteristic of the metrics mined from the open source software. Wu et al. [32] introduced the semi-supervised dictionary learning method and proposed a cost-sensitive kernelized semi-supervised dictionary learning (CKSDL) approach. It can make full use of the limited labeled defect data and a large amount of unlabeled data in the kernel space and considers the misclassification costs in the dictionary learning process.
He et al. [33] proposed a semi-supervised based defect prediction approach -extRF. It extends the classical supervised random forest algorithm by self-training paradigm. It also employs change burst information for improving the accuracy of software defect prediction. The result shows that extRF trained with a small size of labeled dataset achieves comparable performance to some supervised learning approaches trained with a larger size of the labeled dataset.
All these semi-supervised methods just make use of complete unlabeled instances and pay little attentions to dealing with unlabeled instances. We put unlabeled data into heterogeneous versions to generate quasi-real instances and then select quasi-real instances to expand the dataset. Our method is designed to make use of heterogeneous unlabeled data for wider applications in practice.
B. HETEROGENEOUS TRANSFER LEARNING ON SOFTWARE DEFECT PREDICTION
Transfer learning applies knowledge and skills learned in previous tasks to novel tasks [19] . Yan et al. [34] proposed an online heterogeneous transfer by hedging ensemble and exploiting both offline knowledge and online knowledge of different domains. They also studied online heterogeneous transfer learning problems where offline labeled data from a source domain is transferred to enhance the online classification performance in a target domain [35] . Wu et al. [36] proposed online transfer learning paradigms in which the source and target domains are leveraged adaptively. Yan et al. [37] proposed a semi-supervised algorithm for heterogeneous domain adaptation by exploiting the theory of optimal transport. The method can also be used to find the optimal discriminative correlation subspace for the source and target data [38] .
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According to the problem of different dataset matrix dimensions for different projects, some heterogeneous transfer methods are proposed to utilize heterogeneous data information. Jing et al. [39] proposed CCA+. They created a unified metric representation to compare the source and the target data, then used the canonical correspondence analysis method to make the data distributions of the source and target companies similar and mapped them into a common space. Ryu et al. [40] proposed a transfer learning method to solve the class imbalance problem. They adopted the asymmetric misclassification along with the similarity weights derived from distributional properties. Wilcoxon's rank-sum test, and A-statistics were carried out to evaluate the improved results. Nam et al. [14] proposed a heterogeneous defect prediction (HDP) method, which builds the prediction model based on feature matching between heterogeneous data. However, in practice, due to instability between the source and target domains, setting different matching thresholds could cause a great impact on results. Yu et al. [15] presented a feature matching and transfer approach. They designed a feature matching algorithm to match heterogeneous features by the distance of different distribution curves. Li et al. [41] proposed a multi-source selection based manifold discriminant alignment (MSMDA) approach to utilize multiple sources effectively. First, it uses each source project from multiple available sources together with a limited amount of training target data to build and evaluate manifold discriminant alignment prediction model. Then it ranks the source projects and adds the best source projects into a data cache. A data source is selected in turn together with the training target data to build the prediction model and compute the g-measure. The data source is selected by g-measure value and added into data cache. Finally, selected sources are used in the data cache to conduct defect prediction.
The main differences between our MTDP method and semi-supervised baselines are: (1) All these baselines cannot make use of unlabeled data. They tend to transfer source labeled data and make source and target data have the same form. When facing with unlabeled data, these baselines seem to be limited. Our MTDP method uses labeled data to build transfer models and generates quasi-real instances by putting unlabeled data into these models. This process allows training dataset to be further expanded. (2) Our method more focuses on making use of heterogeneous data for a single project. Most of baselines pay attention to transferring one project to the other one. On the one hand, these methods cannot deal with multiple sources problem except MSMDA and MTDP. On the other hand, different views data from the target project are not being fully utilized to improve the prediction performance. (3) The method of expanding dataset, as one step in MTDP, can be used not only in WPDP, but also in CPDP. It has more potential applications than CCA+ and HDP.
C. MULTIVIEW LEARNING AND CO-TRAINING
Multiview learning is a machine learning method whose aim is to build a model from multiple views (datasets) by considering the diversity of different views [16] . It is a popular learning method when data can be represented by multiple views. Amini et al. [42] applied multiview learning to multilingual text categorization. Christoudias et al. [43] presented a multiview learning method using a conditional entropy criterion to detect view disagreement. Multiview learning was also applied to various fields such as medical diagnosis [44] , chemical classification [45] , pearl classification [46] , [47] and so on. In this paper, we firstly apply multiview to software defect prediction.
For multiview problems, Blum and Mitchell proposed co-training [48] . They assumed that the features can be divided into two portions. Both of them meet the independent distribution, and any single one can train a classifier. In the initial stage, two classifiers are trained using the labeled data of the two views (or portions) respectively. In the co-training, each classifier selects some instances with higher prediction confidence from the unlabeled instances and label them. Then, add labeled instances into the other classifiers to update them using the newly labeled instances. This process is iterative until a certain stop condition is reached.
III. METHODOLOGY
Our research aims to build a better prediction model for the current software project with different views. We use heterogeneous transfer learning to expand datasets so that the researchers can expand the insufficient data and improve the prediction model. The overall flowchart of the method is shown in Fig. 1 . We discuss the design and application of this method in this section.
Firstly, we define the symbols and divide the source domain dataset S into different views based on various features. We define view space S.
The target domain dataset T is composed of a number of sub datasets t i . t i does not have all of views compared with source domain dataset.
The next step is using various views in the source domain dataset S to generate classifier 1 to classifier n. We put the transferred target domain data into each classifier and select top k instances with the highest confidence from each classifier to expand the source domain S. Finally, a performance defect prediction model is established by training the expanded dataset S. 
A. BUILD TRANSFER MODEL 1) SOURCE DOMAIN DATASET PARTITION
We define x is a instance and y is label. For source domain dataset S, we have:
However, based on the multiview method mentioned above, as shown in Fig. 2 , we can divide the source domain data into n views, and the view mapping function is f v i . For any given instance from source domain dataset x s , we have: The original instance x s can be expressed as (x s v1 , x s v2 , . . . , x s vn ). In this paper, we divide the data space of the instance into several individual view spaces according to the views.
For example, in a public dataset, part of the features are generated by the source code, while the other part of the features are generated by the historical data. In this case, we can naturally divide the dataset into source code view and historical information view.
2) MODEL BUILDING
First, to reduce the impact of large differences in transfer learning, we normalize all features. We define max is the maximum value in a feature, and min is the minimum value in a feature.
The view is divided by the feature categories, and the number of features that each view contains is not necessarily the same. Moreover, the probability distribution also may not be the same. We aim to find the mapping method between the views and establish the model of heterogeneous transfer learning. Given the mapping function f t and x a , the mapping from view i space to view j space can be represented as follows:
The NN is widely used. Based on the universal approximation theorem, a continuous function in any closed interval can be approximated by an NN which has hidden layers. Thus, we propose to use the NN to construct the mapping between different dimension views. As shown in the Fig. 3 , when the source domain data have n views, altogether n × (n − 1) NN transfer models need to be established. While training model, 
where q is the number of features in output view. The number of neurons for the first layer of the network is the input view's features number p and the number of neurons for the output layer is output view's features number q. There is no ideal way to set the number of neurons immediately. We use trail and error to make the model has the lowest loss. Then we use this parameter as number of neurons. When the iteration exceeds a certain number of steps or the error between output and training instances is less than a certain threshold, the model training ends.
B. TRANSFER PROCESSING
Due to the difficulty of obtaining various types of features is different, we will treat the single view based on the project as the target domain dataset. For example, when a project is hard to acquire history change information for some reason, we can only get dataset based on the source code, this dataset is only a view of the source domain. As shown in Fig. 4 below:
FIGURE 4. Transfer processing. We input a single view into corresponding models to generate other n − 1 views. Then, we make complement.
After entering dataset i into n − 1 trained transfer models NN ij (j = 0, 1, . . . , n and j = i), n − 1 other views {generated_view 1 , . . . , generated_view n } will be generated based on view i . Combining the original view with the generated view, we can derive the transferred dataset i.
At this point, the instance form in the dataset i has the same feature number and form as the instance in S. We denote the transferred instances as the quasi-real instances. In the following steps, we will further process these instances.
C. CO-TRAINING
SVM is a classic and efficient classifier. It shows good classification performance in many problems. We use SVM to form co-training sub-classifiers. Each view in the source domain S is used as a training set to train a classifier. Next, the quasireal instances in the sub-dataset are segmented according to the view partition of the source domain. We put the split view i into the corresponding classifier and use classification results to label the instances in the view. Since there is a one to one mapping among instances in each view and the same instance should have the same label, we only select instances that have the same label in all classifiers. We use the average confidence scores given by the classifiers as the sorting criterion to rank the instances in dataset i from high to low. Top k of each dataset are selected as excellent quasi-real instances to expand S.
D. BUILD PREDICTION MODEL 1) CLASSIFIER SELECTION
J48 and random forests are widely used on the defect prediction research. Many previous works use J48 and random forests to evaluate results [14] , [49] - [52] . In this work, we do not intend to find the best-fitting classifiers, but to focus on the performance of our methods using the same classification algorithms. Like traditional transfer methods [9] , [53] , [54] , we implement experiment with the default parameters on the WEKA platform. The parameters for J48 are −C 0.25 −M 2. The parameters for random forests are −P 100 − I 100 − num − slots 1 − K 0 − M 1.0 − V 0.001 − S 1. In experiment setup section, we test the performance of the expanded training dataset and the gap between the quasi-real instance and the real instance.
2) SOFTWARE DEFECT PREDICTION
As shown in Fig. 1 , we iterate from step (a) to step (d) until the number of instances in the S domain is sufficient. We use the expanded S dataset as the training dataset to build software defect prediction model. When an instance of a software project based on a view is collected, we can put it in the transfer model and generate instances. Finally, the result will be given by the prediction model.
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
We conduct a series of tests on the projects in the open dataset. The results show that the actively expanded datasets are valid. Under the test of various classifiers, expanding the dataset by quasi-real instances generated through heterogeneous transfer learning can improve the performance of defect prediction, which provide a solution to the problem of insufficient instances.
A. DATASETS
According to the requirement of the experiment, the features of the dataset include at least two kinds of information. At the same time, to more accurately compare the performance, the data of the source domain and the target domain are derived from the same dataset. Through manual selecting, there are five open datasets that meet our criteria, which are AEEEM, NASA, MIN [55] , ECLIPSE [56] and pull request (PR) [57] . Table 1 lists the details of the datasets used in this experiment. AEEEM was collected by D'Ambros et al. [3] in five open source projects of Eclipse. We select two projects that meet the requirements for the experiment. Each project is composed of 61 features, including 17 source code, 5 previous defects, 5 entropy of change characteristics, 5 entropy of the source code features and 17 blocks of code. The MIN dataset was extracted from the historical archive of eclipse plug-in Mylyn by Lee et al. [58] , with 81 features, including 42 source code metrics, 16 history metrics (HM), and 24 micro interaction metrics (MIM). The NASA dataset contains five real NASA development projects, described by 37 features, and mostly characterized by code complexity. In this experiment, we choose two projects which have sufficient instances. PR dataset includes pull request records for projects. It has source code metrics and developer relationship metrics. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The process of our experiment follows the procedure in Fig. 1 . When we have instances with complete features and a large number of unlabeled instances with a single view, we complement the instance with a single view by transfer learning and actively expand the training dataset to improve the defect prediction performance. In the experiment, considering the stability of different model validation techniques for defect prediction models is different [59] . We use out-of-sample bootstrap validation [60] in every test.
1) DATASET PARTITION
As shown in the first step in Fig. 1 , we need to divide the dataset to meet the hypothesis of the experiment. First, we use the out-of-sample bootstrap method to verify the accuracy of the model. We randomly choose 2/3 size of the dataset as experiment data to use our method and use remain dataset to verify the model. We consider the first 1/3 of the experimental data as the source domain data, which has all of views (all of features). These instances will be divided to train transfer model. We divide the remaining experiment data into different views as the target domain data, and each class of views becomes the dataset in the target domain. These sub-datasets are seen as unlabeled datasets. They are used to simulate real instances in real projects that have incomplete features. The criteria for division of the source space domain data and target domain data are the same.
In the experiment, we explain the detail of the method with the example of MIN dataset. This dataset has two type of features. One is source code metric and the other is history and micro interactive metric. We divide these features into 2 views. We categorize the features of the source code as a view, and the history metric and the micro interactive metric as the other view. We consider the first 1/3 of the dataset as the source dataset. Source dataset is split into two views to train transfer model. The remaining dataset is split by views into two sub-datasets. These datasets are seemed as two unlabeled datasets. One only has source code metric and the other only has history and interactive metric.
We divide two views from the AEEEM to generate two target domain datasets. For NASA, we do the same partition. ECLIPSE datasets are divided into history change view and complexity view. For PR, we divide into project file information view and developer relation view. The developer relationship view includes features such as author number, author commit number and so on. Now we have two views, view A and view B.
2) MODEL BUILDING
We use NNs to create transfer models between heterogeneous views. In this experiment, considering the number and features of the training samples, we use trail and error to tune the number of hidden layers. We divide the source domain in the previous step into two parts. Then, take AEEEM as an example, we use the features generated based on source code directly as input and remain features as output to train a transfer model. Next, we exchange the input and output to train the other transfer model. After that two heterogeneous transfer models based on NNs are built which can be used to generate another view based on the input. When we get a single view instance, we can use the model to generate other view data.
3) TRANSFER PROCESSING
We then divide the parts of the unlabeled instances into view A and view B in the same way and put them into corresponding heterogeneous transfer model. Two new views are generated. If the input view is A and the generated view from the corresponding model is view B'. Similarly, the input view is B and output is A'. After completion, we now have two groups of instances, which are called the quasi-real instances.
4) CO-TRAINING
We use view A and view B to train two SVM classifiers. They classify the generated portion of quasi-real instances (view A and view B) and add self-labeled instances to the training set. We select k number of instances by confidence given by classifiers from high to low. With the increase in the number of iterations, we can increase the number of instances of the training set and accelerate convergence. The k value will increase with the iterations. When above steps are completed, we actively expand the data of the known class target data and use the J48 algorithm and the random forest algorithm to test the software defect prediction ability of the model. In this experiment, we use the WEKA platform to conduct the analysis.
C. MEASURES
The commonly used measure in software defect prediction is area under the curve (AUC). AUC is the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The x-axis of the ROC curve is the false positive rate and the y-axis is the true positive rate. In general, the larger the AUC value, the better the classification performance. For instance, to be predicted, there may be four predicted results as shown in Table 2 , i.e., true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN). Based on the above four possible results, the TP rate and the FP rate can be calculated. TP rate is the ratio of those truly defective instances being predicted defective. FP Rate is the ratio of those which are truly clean instances being predicted defective.
D. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1) THE INFLUENCE OF QUASI-REAL INSTANCE'S RATIO
There is no doubt that different ratio of quasi-real instance and real instance will affect the performance. In this section, we want to find a suitable ratio for our experiment. It is costly and unfair to test different projects with different ratios. JDT is representative and has a suitable size of instances, a high defective rate and sufficient features. We decide to find best ratio of JDT and set this ratio in our experiment. So we apply out-of-sample booststrap validation strategy to test different ratios in JDT project. We define the ratio: ratio = number of quasi-real instances number of real instances (17) We define the value in Table 3 : Table 3 shows that the performance is best when the ratio is 35%. Too high and too low ratio does harm to improvement. We also find the number of total training instance also affects the performance. When the total number is small, the improvement of expanding is not very significant. In the view of the size of each dataset is not large, we decide to use 300 real instances with 100 quasi-real instances to compare the performance of our method in this experiment.
2) COMPARE WITH SEMI-SUPERVISED METHODS
We compare MTDP with other semi-supervised methods: extRF [33] , STDDL [61] , FTcF. MDS [29] , LDS [24] , Rus-Tri [25] , ASDP [26] , NSGLP [27] , CKSDL [32] in the same labeled instances ratio. In our experiment, we set ratio of labeled instances at 65%. For FTcF.MDS, we set d m = 10, |µ | = 10. For STDDL, we set γ = 10 −2 and λ 2 = 0. For NSGLP, we set the l 1 regularized item λ to 0.001. Table 5 is the average of AUC for MTDP and other eight methods. We can find that our method performs better than other eight methods in our experiment. To statistically analyze the detailed results, we conduct the Wilcoxon sign-rank test [62] at a confidence level of 95% with a Bonferroni correction factor similar with previous works [32] . At first, we make a hypothesis that there exists no significant difference between our MTDP and other compared methods. Then, if the p-value is below (0.05/(8 × 8) ≈ 7.81 × 10 −4 ), the performance differences between MTDP and other compared methods can be considered to be statistically significant. Here, the first factor 8 is the number of compared methods and the second factor 8 is number of projects.
We also use Cliff's delta (|δ|) to measure the effect size [63] , [64] . The range of Cliff's delta is [−1, 1]. The higher the value, the better the effect. The mappings between different δ values and their effectiveness levels are shown in Table 4 . We show p-value, value of Cliff's delta and effectiveness levels of MTDP with other methods in Table 6 . From Table 6 , we can find the performance between MTDP and other compared method is statistically significant. Most of effectiveness levels are L. The result shows expanding dataset by quasi-real instances is valid.
Our MTDP method does not learn from non-label data directly. It builds heterogeneous transfer models between different views and generates quasi-real instances from non- label data to expand training dataset for classifiers. The heterogeneous transfer models extract useful information from each view and reflect it in quasi-real instances. The selecting step in co-training part ensures the quality of quasi-real instances and further reduces the negative information.
3) COMPARE WITH HETEROGENEOUS TRANSFER METHODS
Different views of project are heterogeneous, so using MTDP and other heterogeneous transfer methods to make full use of them is suitable. We compare MTDP with CCA+ [39] , HDP [14] , and MSMDA [41] . For HDP, we use KSAnalyzer which performs best in their work and the cutoff is 0.9. For MSMDA, we set the projected dimension d is 15% of the number of metrics of target project.
In the test, if a view is set to be a target view, the other one becomes the source view. Both view A and view B can be a target view and we choose the better case. Table 7 shows the average of AUC for MTDP and other heterogeneous transfer methods. We also conduct the Wilcoxon sign-rank test and Cliff's delta to measure the effect size. P-value in this test is (0.05/(3 × 8) ≈ 2.08 × 10 −3 ). We show these results in Table 8 . From the Table 7 and Table 8 , we can find MTDP performs best and has significant difference compared with other methods in heterogeneous two views.
The MTDP method is more suitable for heterogeneous transfer of different views compared with baselines. Other heterogeneous transfer methods are usually applied on heterogeneous but complete instances. Although the forms of different data are heterogeneous, these data contain similar and integrated information of the projects. When the distribution becomes similar, it is possible for data of source project to help improve the defect prediction performance of target project. However, when faced with different views of a project, things become different. The similar part among several views is little. Making the distribution similar directly or matching features directly is less efficient than extracting information and relationship among different views by building a heterogeneous transfer model in MTDP.
4) THE COMPARISON BETWEEN QUASI-REAL AND REAL INSTANCES
We compare the improvement of classification performance between adding quasi-real and real instances by conducting Wilcoxon sign-rank. P-value and average of AUC for each project are shown in Tables 9 and 10 , respectively. We choose the highest average of AUC from two types of quasi-real instances based on different views as the value in the item of (c). P-value is (0.05/(3 × 8) ≈ 2.08 × 10 −3 ). From Table 9 and Table 10 , we find the improvement of classification performance is significant by adding quasi-real instances: all p-values in item (c) with item (a) are below the set value. Compared with adding real instances, we find that adding quasi-real instances outperform adding real instances in most of projects. Only in a few situation like jm1 with J48, quasi-real and real instances have the same effect. There are some reasons. Firstly, quasi-real instances after transferred contain more information and are informative for defect prediction. Secondly, the quasi-real instances have to go through selecting before adding to dataset. Real instances may have noise and some of them have negative effects. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show details of the classification performance using the J48 algorithm and random forest algorithm. At first, we expand the dataset by both two types of quasireal instances based on different views. The classification performance of most projects increases with the number of training instances. After adding a certain amount of quasi-real instances, the classification results have been significantly improved. The classification results of part of the quasi-real instances are even better than that of increasing the same number of real instances. However, the performance in some projects is unsatisfactory (Mylyn in Fig. 5, kc1 in Fig. 6 ).
In order to detect reasons, we use quasi-real instances generated from different views independently to expand training set. We observe that the quasi-real instances generated by portion views do not improve the classification performance. They make a negative effect on prediction performance. The type of quasi-real instances which have a negative effect is likely to counteract the performance of useful quasi-real instances. Compared with the J48 algorithm and the random forest algorithm, we find that the quasi-instances generated by different views may have different classification performance. For example, in JDT and PDE, quasi-instances generated from one view that have better performance in the J48 algorithm, and the quasi-real instances generated by the other view perform better in the random forest algorithm. The reason for this result is that features have different weights in different classifications. We remove some features randomly in each view respectively from origin instances. Then we train the classifier by original instances and processed instances. If the performance of the classifier become worse after removing features, it means information in this view making contribution to this classifier. The quasi-real instances transferred from the views will perform better in this classifier.
We also evaluate the performance of datasets which are expanded by quasi-real instances in CPDP. We set JDT and PDE as source projects and compare the results before and after expanding extra 30% size of quasi-real instances. We use TCA+ and repeat each experiment 50 times. We also do the Wilcoxon sign-rank test and Cliff's delta to measure the effect size. The average results of AUC, p-value and Cliff's delta are in Table 11 . From Table 11 , we can find expanding source project by quasi-real instances can improve the performance in TCA+. There are two reasons. One is that with the number of instances increasing, the information in the source dataset becomes richer. The other one is that quasi-real instances use all views of information and make this information easier to be transferred into target projects. This result shows that MTDP can improve the performance of TCA+ by expanding dataset with quasi-real instances.
5) THE EVALUATION METHOD OF TRANSFER PERFORMANCE
We cannot deny that there are some transferred views have negative performance. We use our method to evaluate transfer performance through a small amount of instances. After that we select useful views or source data and avoid negative transfer effect. If we have a mount of labeled instances and some unlabeled data in different views, we should confirm which type of data can be transferred effectively. First, we use MTDP to generate different types of quasi-real instances based on different domains. Secondly, labeled instances are split into two parts as training and test datasets. Thirdly, we add different quasi-real instances into the training dataset independently in a fixed ratio. Finally, we test expanded datasets performance and compare results with original training datasets. As our experimental results show that those views which can be lead to a negative effect, while their quasireal instances can not improve prediction performance and even make result worse. By ranking the test results, we can evaluate the transfer performance of each view.
E. ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS
RQ1: Dealing with different granularities of data, how to take full advantage of them to expand the training dataset proactively by heterogeneous transfer learning, to improve the prediction accuracy of software defects when the number of instances is insufficient?
For training instances with different features, this work proposes a comprehensive training method based on multiviews. The independent features are divided and classified. Based on different views, heterogeneous transfer models between views are established, so that the information between different views is fully utilized. Thus, we can transfer heterogeneous instances and generate quasi-real instances. Our experiment result demonstrates that the quasireal instances can show similar effects compared with real instances. After the training dataset is expanded by the quasireal instances, the software defect prediction accuracy rate is significantly improved.
RQ2: When heterogeneous transfer learning has been used to defect prediction, how to introduce more efficient transfer learning method to overcome negative effect? Can active learning be applied to transfer learning as multiview transfer learning to improve prediction efficiency?
In view of heterogeneous data space, we propose to establish a heterogeneous transfer model based on NN. After training, we can transfer a heterogeneous data space into a homogeneous data space, thus achieving the goal of the expansion of the training set. Experimental results show that the quasireal instances generated by heterogeneous transfer are similar to, or even exceeding the real instances. By heterogeneous transfer, we provide a solution for insufficient instances in software engineering.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Some threats can affect internal validity. Though we use trail and error validation method to adjust hidden layers, some potential parameters may make our method have better performance. For external validity, some datasets may have noise. Because of the limitation of the dataset size, the number of train data and test data maybe not adequate. Several open datasets are too small and their project data cannot be verified in our experiment.
Another threat is that different dataset has different features. So their features have different ranges. In spite of our normalization method has good performance, there are other normalization methods for the prepossessing step.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose the MTDP method to predict software defects. In this method, we propose an NN-based heterogeneous transfer model that converts heterogeneous instance data into homogeneous quasi-real instances. The introduction of the co-training framework enables the further use of unlabeled instances. We perform experiments on AEEEM's JDT, PDE, Mylyn, jm1, kc1, PR, and ECLIPSE. The results show that the training dataset expanded by the quasi-real instances generated by the heterogeneous transfer model can significantly improve the software defect prediction performance in most cases and sometimes even better compared with adding the same number of real instances. The source dataset expanded by MTDP also performs better in CPDP with TCA+.
In the future, we will look for more datasets to test our method, improve the efficiency of heterogeneous transfer, optimize the way that the quasi-real instances are expanded and further introduce quasi-real instances to CPDP. 
